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Evaluation of Neutron Cross Sections of
Hydrogen from 20 MeV to 1 GeV
Satoshi CHIBA*it, Sin-ichi MORIOKA** and Tokio FUKAHORI*
* T o k a i Research Establishment, J a p a n A t o m i c E n e r g y Research Institute
*+ CRC Research Institute

(Received April 5, 1996)
The neutron cross sections of hydrogen ('H) have been evaluated in the energy region from 20MeV to 1
GeV. Evaluated quantities are the total, elastic and inelastic scattering and capture cross sections, covariance
matrix of total cross section and photon production cross section associated with the capture process. The
total cross section was evaluated by combining the results obtained from the generalized least-squares method
and the phase-shift data. The phase-shift data have been also used to calculate the elastic and inelastic
scattering cross sections and their angular distributions. The capture cross section was calculated from the
deuteron photo-disintegrationcross section in conjunction with the principle of detailed balance. The presently
evaluated data give a good description of the available experimental data in general and are also in good accord
with those values given in ENDF-B/VI that are available below 100MeV.
K E Y WORDS: neutron cross sections, hydrogen, Me V range 10-1 000, generalized leastsquares method, phase-shij3 data, total cross sections, elastic scattering, inelastic Scattering,
capture cross sections, photon pmduction

I. INTRODUCTION
The interaction cross section of hydrogen with neutrons is one of the most important quantities in many
fields of basic physics and nuclear technologies. First of
all, the elastic n - p scattering cross section is the standard
reference for many nuclear measurements(1). From this
point of view, information on the uncertainty of the cross
section data is required strongly. On the other hand,
knowledge on the n - p scattering provides an important
insight into the nuclear force, study of which has been a
main subject of the nuclear and particle
The n - p scattering cross section is important as an
input parameter to many programs based on microscopic
simulation^(')^^) as well as for the understanding of the
effective inter-nucleon interaction in nuclear matter(').
From application points of view, the neutron cross sections of hydrogen are of crucial importance because hydrogen is contained in many structural and shielding materials of fission reactors, fusion reactors and high energy
accelerator facilities.
In spite of its importance, however, the n - p cross
section is not available in an evaluated form above 20
MeV except for the Los Alamos evaluation (adopted in
* Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken 31 9-1 1.
** Minamisuna, Koto-ku, Tokyo 136.
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ENDF/B-VI) which covers an energy region below 100
MeV(lO). However, the maximum energy of 100MeV
given in ENDF/B-VI is not sufficient for many practical applications. The purpose of this work is therefore
t o give evaluated cross section values for the n - p interaction in the energy region from 20 MeV to 1GeV as a part
of evaluation of JENDL High Energy File'"). Below 20
MeV, the data stored in JENDL-3.2(")(13),for example,
are available.
The evaluation has been carried out mainly based
on experimental information with the aid of the generalized least-squares method and the phase-shift
Evaluated values of the following quantities have been
obtained: the total cross section, elastic scattering cross
section (including angular distribution), inelastic (pion
production) cross section (including angular distribution) , capture cross section, covariance matrix of evaluated total cross section and photon production cross
section. In the following, the method and results of the
evaluation will be described.

n.

TOTAL
CROSS

SECTION

There are sufficient data on the total cross section
of hydrogen below several hundred MeV. Therefore, the
total cross section was evaluated with the generalized
least-squares method which utilizes the full covariance
information. The least-squares analysis gave the evaluated cross section and its covariance information. This
analysis, however, was restricted mainly below 800 MeV
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above which the experimental data are considerably
scarce. On the other hand, Arndt e t al.(14)(15)
have published a phase-shift data based on the p p and n-p cross
sections up to 1.1GeV. In the present evaluation, the
total, elastic and inelastic scattering cross sections were
also calculated from the phase-shift data. The evaluated
data were finally obtained by combining the results of
both the generalized least-squares method and the calculation based on the phase-shift data.
1. Generalized Least-Squares Analysis
The total cross section was evaluated firstly by taking
account of the available experimental data. The generalized least-squares method was employed which gave not
only the cross section values but also the covariance matrix of the evaluated results because such information
is crucially important for many applications, especially
if the n-p cross section is to be used as the standard
reference.
A review on the status of experimental data before
1957 is given in Ref.(16). In such old days when there
was no intense source of high energy neutrons, the n-p
cross section was obtained often by subtracting the H-p
cross section from that of the D-p reaction on the basis
of the Glauber appr~ximation(’~).
This might be a good
approximation for very high energies (E>500 MeV) although this approach will introduce a certain bias in a
lower energy region. In the present analysis, therefore,
only those data reported after 1957, where the neutron
cross sections have been measured directly(ls)-(zs),are
adopted. By using these neutron data alone, there are
enough data points below 800 MeV to carry out the leastsquares analysis.
The list of the experimental data adopted in the
present analysis is given in Table 1. In this table also
the magnitude of the systematic errors contained in these
data is shown. These systematic errors were obtained
from the information given in the literature. The main
sources of the systematic errors are the sample thickness,
impurities and flux normalization between sample-in and
sample-out runs. Among these data, those measured by

Larson e t al.(25)and Lisowski e t ~ 1 . ( ’ ~form
)
the main
base for the present analysis because they have a substantial number of data points and span wide energy
ranges. Even though they are based on “white” neutron
sources, it is not likely that a large “systematic” error
is hidden in these data from the accuracy achieved by
the current measurement techniques. However, we had
to estimate the systematic error of the data of Larson
e t al. because no clear explanation on this quantity is
)
given in the literature. The data of Blair e t ~ l . ( ’ ~are
smaller than those of Lisowski e t al. in the energy region
from 100 to 130 MeV, showing a possibility of some hidden systematic error in the former data. This has been
also pointed out by Bol e t al.(28)and Measday e t ~ 1 . ( ’ ~ )
Therefore, the data of Blair e t al. have been omitted
from the present analysis. Similarly, the data of Kazarinov e t al.(lg)above 700 MeV have been omitted because
the error and scatter of the data are considerably large
in this energy region.
In the present evaluation, the GMA code
was used for the generalized least-squares analysis of
the data mentioned above. The flow chart of the GMA
code system is given in Fig. 1. The experimental data
were retrieved from NESTOR-2 data base(30),and the
format is converted by the EXPTOGMA program(32).
At the same time, the prior data have been generated by NDES(30)(31),
and both data were put into the
DATGMA code(”) which generates the data at specified energy grids and assigns the systematic errors determined as Table 1. The prior data were used only as
the “shape” data in order to shift the various data to
perthe desired energy grids. Then, the GMA
forms the generalized least-squares analysis. Because of
the poor data base, the total cross section was assumed
to be constant above 800 MeV, as suggested by the data
of Pantuev e t ~ l . ( ~The
~ ) .result is again fed into NDES
in order to eliminate unphysical fluctuation of the cross
m n - 2

Retrieve EXD.Data
ExprooMA

NDES

Convert Format

Spline Fitting

Convert Format

Convert Format

Table 1 Experimental database used
in the GMA analysis
~

Author

Energy range
(MeV)

Systematic error

Peterson et aZ.(18)
Kazarinov et aZ.(”)
Groce et aZ.(”)
Measday et al.(’l)
Brady et aZ.(”)
Davis et a1.(23)
Larson et
Lisowski et aZ.@)
Keeler et al.(27)
Bol et aZ.(”)

17.8 - 29.0
100 - 1,260
19.6 - 28.0
88.2 - 150.0
24.6 - 59.4
1.5 - 27.5
0.5 - 60
39 - 793
212 - 495
26.9- 72.5

0.5
1
1.14
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section by spline fitting. On the other hand, the covariance information is converted to ENDF-6 format by the
GMATOCVF program(32).
2. Calculation from the Phase-Shift Data
The differential elastic scattering cross section is written in the following way in partial wave representation
by using the scattering amplitudes

where the subscripts denote the z-component of the total spin in the initial and final states, e.g., M,, and MIO
stand for the scattering amplitudes from the spin singlet (s) to singlet state, and s,=l t o 0 in the spin-triplet
state, respectively. The scattering amplitudes are expressed in terms of the phase-shift (S), inelasticity (7)
and mixing parameter (6) as

for the singlet state, and
Mll(0) =

c 2 [(1+ 2)hl,l+l + (21 + l)hl,l
1

1

&+

+(1- lyL1,l-l 1)(1+ 2)h1+l
- d $ T j 7 h 1 - l ] 8(COS e),
(3a)
Moo@)= C[(i+
l)hl,l+l h,l-l

+

1

+ J ( l + 1)(1+ 2)h'+l

+d m h Z - ' ]

for the triplet states, where
1
hl = -(r]le2i61 - l),
22k
1
hl,l = -(r]l
2ik
le2i6tvt - 1),
1

hl,j = s [ r ] i , jC

O S ( ~ E J )-~1~1,~ ~ ~ , J

(4b)
(4c)

and

The symbols k, 1 and J denote the wave number of
the relative motion, orbital angular momentum and total
spin, respectively. The Pl(cos 0 ) and Plm(cos0 ) stand for
the Legendre polynomials and associated Legendre functions of rank m, respectively, and the variable 6 refers
to the c.m. scattering angle. The total cross section is
obtained from the optical theorem as follows:

c

=-

2k2
T

1 {

(21

+ 1)[1- 7l COS(26l)I

The phase-shift parameters were primarily obtained
from the work of Arndt et ~ l . ( ' ~SM86.
),
For those energies at which the parameters are not given, they were
obtained by interpolation of Arndt's data. For the i-wave
parameters, however, information thus obtained was ambiguous. Therefore it was supplemented by the older
work(''). The phase-shift parameters given in Refs.(l4)
and (15) were converted(15)to be used in Eqs.(4a)-(4d)
as

.

-

&%-1]

P;(cose),

(3d)

,

K ~ = K , ~ + K ~
(7c)
for uncoupled waves, i e . , the singlet and triplet uncoupled (3P1,3D2, ...) waves. The subscript A denotes
those quantities are given by Arndt et ~ l . ( ' ~ ) (For
' ~ )spincoupled waves the following equations were used:

.q2(cose)
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3. Evaluated Total Cross Section of Hydrogen
The total cross sections obtained from the GMA analysis and the phase-shift data are compared in Fig. 2.
The neutron energy in this and the subsequent figures
and the tables is given in the laboratory frame. In general below several hundred MeV, the two results are in
good agreement within the uncertainty obtained from
the GMA analysis. Above around 700MeV, however,
the result calculated from the phase-shift data is slightly
smaller than that of the GMA analysis. The experimental data seem t o prefer the lower cross section values.
In the present evaluation, therefore, result of the GMA
analysis was adopted below 500 MeV, and was connected
smoothly to the data calculated from the phase-shift
above 500MeV. The uncertainty of the presently evaluated total cross section above 800 MeV corresponding
t o the phase-shift data was subjectively estimated to be
2%, otherwise the covariance matrix obtained from the

too

Neutron Energy (MeV)
Fig. 2 Comparison of the total cross sections obtained
from the GMA analysis and phase-shift data
In this and the subsequent figures, the neutron energy is given in the laboratory frame.

GMA analysis was adopted.
In Fig. 3, the evaluated total cross section of hydrogen is compared with experimental data and evaluated
values given in ENDF/B-VI. The agreement among the
present result, ENDF/B-VI and the experimental data is
excellent. The error-correlation matrix of the presently
evaluated data is displayed in Fig. 4. The present result
has a correlation of medium strength below 800 MeV.
This is due to the existence of Lisowski e t al.'s data which
extend from 40 MeV up t o this energy. The values of the
total cross section (gtotal)and its uncertainty (Adota1)
are listed in Table 2 at selected energies as well as the
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Neutron Energy ( eV 1
Fig. 3 Total neutron cross section of hydrogen
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D(y, n)H reaction cross section by use of the principle of
detailed balance. Below 140 MeV, the D(y, n)H cross
section was taken from the evaluation of M ~ r a t a ( ~ ~ ) .
Above 140 MeV, theoretical D(y, n)H cross section of
Feshbach and S~hwinger(@~)
was adopted which leads to
the following formula of H o r ~ l e y ( @ ~ ) :

+

0.0528 (1 0.2444E)(l+ 0.0103E)2
gcap[mb]= -.
1 7.463 0.158E2
@
0.143a
'4.46
E'

+

+

+

where E is the laboratory neutron energy in MeV. This
formula, however, gave slightly higher values than those
calculated from the inverse reaction cross section of
Murata. Therefore, Eq.(lO) was renormalized at 140
MeV so as to give a smooth cross section curve below
and above this energy. The result is compared with experimental
and ENDF/B-VI in Fig. 5.
The capture cross section was also adopted as the
production cross section of 2.2-MeV y-ray.

m. ELASTIC
AND INELASTIC SCATTERING
Fig. 4 Error-correlation matrix of the evaluated
neutron total cross section of hydrogen
The sign such as l3stands for lo3 MeV.
Table 2 The evaluated n-p cross sections and
uncertainty at selected energies
Energy
(MeV)
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1,000

,,total

nutotal

(barn)

(%)

0.4801
0.3109
0.2195
0.1666
0.1342
0.1112
0.09502
0.08343
0.07442
0.04205
0.03491
0.03269
0.03299
0.03467
0.03709
0.03871
0.03752
0.03768

0.43
1.60
0.71
0.91
0.58
0.55
2.00
0.49
0.28
0.31
0.37
0.36
0.34
0.44
0.26
2.00
2.00
2.00

8

1

(barn)

,in

(barn)

0.4801
0.3109
0.2195
0.1666
0.1342
0.1112
0.09501
0.08342
0.07441
0.04204
0.03486 4.599-5
0.03172 9.721-4
0.03011 2.872-3
0.02820 6.468-3
0.02729 9.792-3
0.02741 1.129-'
0.02542 1.209-2
0.02525 1.243-'

CROSS SECTIONS

The evaluation of inelastic scattering cross section
was performed based on the phase-shift data of Arndt
et u1.(14)(15)
as follows:
I

,,Cap

(barn)

c +
c

1+1
2.551V5
( 2 5 1)[1- 7 1 ~ J C 0 S 2 ( 2 € J ) ]
2.231 -'
J=1- 1
1.967-5
1+1
1.782~~
( 2 5 + 1)sin2(2eJ) .
(11)
1.633-5
J=1-1, J # l
1.514-5
The angle-integrated inelastic scattering cross section is
1.415-5
given in Fig. 6 together with experimental data which
1.333-5
were graphically obtained from Ref.(62). An error of
1.266-5
9.289-@
Capture cross section of hydrogen
7.683-@
10-4
6.717-@
-Present
- - - - -. ENDFB-VI
6.055-@
Bosrnanetal.
rn
5.568-@
E
0
Dupont et al.
5.190-@
m
1
Stiehler et al.
4.886-@
S
0
Michel et al.
O
4.636-6
4.425-@

+

1

h

e

(I)

The symbol ub stands for a x l o b .

rn

g 10-~
v)

evaluated elastic (ae'),inelastic (ain)and capture
cross sections which will be explained below.

(acap)

III. CAPTURE
CROSSSECTION
There is not enough information on the H(n,y)D
reaction cross sections above 20MeV. In the present
evaluation, this cross section was calculated from the

1o2
Neutron Energy (MeV)
Fig. 5 Neutron capture cross section of hydrogen
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0.015-
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I

l

to experimental angular distribution
The
present evaluation gives a good reproduction of the experimentally deduced values in the whole energy region.
Below 100 MeV, ENDF-B/VI gives essentially same values as the present results. The present results are also
consistent with the data calculated from the phase-shift
data according t o the following formula:

-Present Evaluation

h

rn

5 0.01 e

Exp.Data

0
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K

0

5
v)

80.005-

6
I

1

I

I

I

l

_

10% was assigned to the experimental data points for
purpose of graphical comparison. The evaluated data
reproduce the genereal trend of the experimentally obtained values.
The elastic scattering cross section was calculated by
subtracting the inelastic and capture cross sections from
the evaluated total cross section. The evaluated elastic scattering cross section is compared in Fig. 7 with
experimental data and ENDF/B-VI. The experimental
data were obtained by fitting the Legendre polynomials
of the form

Elastic n-p scattering cross section

(oblainedfrom Logendre titling)

The differential elastic scattering cross section was
calculated based on the phase-shift data(14)(15).Instead
of calculating the cross sections, however, the Legendre
expansion coefficients (ul) are calculated directly from
the phase-shift data up to 1=12. The result is compared
in Fig. 8 with the data deduced by the Legendre fitting
of the experimental data. The present evaluation, shown
as solid lines, well reproduces the data up t o around 400
MeV. Above this energy, the data (mainly by Shepard
et ~ 1 . ( ~ deviate
~))
toward higher values systematically.
We thus tried t o fit smooth curves t o these data for a1
to a5 as shown by the broken curves in Fig. 8. It turned
out, however, that the angular distributions calculated
by using the broken curves (and the solid curves for a6
and higher partial waves) became negative a t backward
angles or gave unphysical oscillations at some energy
regions. Because of this reason, we decided to accept
the result calculated from the phase-shift data (the solid
lines).
The evaluated angular distributions of n-p
elastic scattering are compared with experimental
data(44)(4')(54)(5')(59)-(61)
at several incident energies in
Fig. 9. The present evaluation reproduces the measured values quite well below 400MeV. Above this energy, however, agreement becomes slightly worse.
The differential inelastic scattering cross section is
calculated by substituting the following expressions of
the h-coefficients into Eqs.(l) to (3):
1

-

1

-

&+
1

Neutron Energy (MeV)
Fig. 7 Elastic neutron scattering cross section of hy-

drogen
The experimental points (denoted by circles)
have been obtained by the Legendre fitting of
available angular distribution data(35)-(61).
VOL. 33, NO. 8, AUGUST 1996

h;:J

=

hJi" = 0.

-

- $,J,

(14c)
(144

These expressions were derived on the assumption that
the angle-integrated inelastic scattering cross section becomes identical with the previous one(see Eq.(ll)). The
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Legendre coefficients of n-p
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Legendre coefficients of n-p elastic scattering
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Neutron Energy (MeV)
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.

,
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I

1o2
Neutron Energy (MeV)

I

1o3

Fig. 8 Legendre coefficients of n-p elastic scattering angular distribution
The data have been shifted by the amount denoted in the parentheses. The experimental
points (denoted by symbols) have been obtained by the Legendre fitting of available angular
distribution data(35)-(61).

n-p elastic scattering
1 - 001
Drosgetal.

-
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10-2

2.5 MeV(10-I)

Scan'on

10-3
h
L

2

10-4

.-E

10-5

v

.I-

0

2
g

10-6

v)

10-~
10-8
10-9

Present

a Shepard et al.

ENDF/B-VI

~Evansetal.
Jain et al.

I

I

I

I

'

7

I

Fig. 9 Angular distributions of n-p elastic scattering
The data have been multipled by the factors
denoted in the parenthese.

angular distributions of the inelastic scattering are also
expressed in the form of Legendre expansion.

Arndt e t al. The full covariance information of the evaluated total cross section was also obtained from the leastsquares analysis. Other cross sections, ie., the elastic
and inelastic scattering including their angular distributions are evaluated based on the phase-shift data. The
capture cross section was evaluated from the inverse reaction cross section through the principle of detailed
balance. The presently evaluated values are compiled in
ENDF-6 format as a part of JENDL High Energy File.
It must be noted that the phase-shift data used in this
work is not the most upto-date ones nowadays. Arndt
e t al. has already extended the nucleon-nucleon phaseshift analysis up to 1.6 G e V O )which was not available
when the present work was started. However, the new
extention has been performed only for isovector partialwaves, which is enough to calculate the p p scattering
cross sections, but not enough t o determine the necessary matrix elements for the n-p system. Moreover, the
new (1992) and old (1987) solutions well agree with each
other below 1GeV. This is the reason why we decided
not to make the re-evaluation by using the new Arndt's
phase-shift data.
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